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Kurzfassung
Mit dem Aufschwung der erweiterten Realität (augmented reality, AR) und
der virtuellen Realität (virtual reality, VR) sind die Anforderungsprofile für
viele Audioanwendungen gestiegen. Im Kino ist es bereits üblich räumlich
verteilte Hörereignisse zu erzeugen, um das Publikum in den Film eintauchen
zu lassen. Für Studioanwendungen oder Installationen zu Hause haben
sich kanalbasierte Verfahren, wie 5.1 oder 7.1, durchgesetzt. Unter diesem
Fortschrittsdruck steigt somit als Folge auch das Interesse daran, dass auf
Konzerten immersive Technik eingesetzt wird, um auch hier dem Publikum
immersive Effekte und das Gefühl der Eingehülltheit bieten zu können. Einige
renommierte Lautsprecherhersteller bieten bereits solche Systeme an, wie
zum Beispiel d&b Soundscape, L’Acoustics L-ISA, etc. Dennoch scheint es
so, als würde eine schlüssige entwurfsorientierte Theorie für vorhandene Laut-
sprechersysteme zum Teil noch fehlen, die beschreibt, wie man bestmöglich
den Großteil des Publikums aus jeder Richtung mit hochwertigem verstärk-
ten Klang versorgt. Vielmehr stößt man derzeit noch auf Berichte über
vereinzelte praktische Lösungen. Dieses Doktoratsprojekt beschäftigt sich
damit, einen theoretischen Rahmen und einen praktischen Lösungsansatz zu
erarbeiten, mit dem immersive Beschallung sowohl für kleines als auch großes
Publikum optimal geplant und umgesetzt werden kann. Ein großer Fokus
soll dabei auf die Weiterentwicklung und Verbesserung ausgehend von einer
zuvor erarbeiteten Prototyplösung für eine bogenförmige Schallquelle liegen.
Die Herausforderungen liegen in Fragen der Wandlertechnologie, wie etwa:
Kompressionstreiber/Hochtontreiber und Wellenleiter oder eher Bändchen/air
motion transformer, oder der Anpassung an perzeptive Anforderungen: eher
konstanter Pegel über die Hörfläche, oder doch leicht abfallender. Zu guter
Letzt liegt eine Herausforderung für kleine Beschallungsszenarien in einer
konsistenten Lösung für möglichst alle Frequenzen, und nicht bloß jener über
1 kHz.



Abstract
The requirements for many audio applications have increased with the boom
of the Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). In cinema sound
it is common for effects to generate spatially distributed auditory events to
immerse the audience in the film. Channel-based methods such as 5.1 or
7.1 were established for studio applications or installations at home. As a
result of this pressure to progress, there is also a growing interest in the
use of immersive technology at concerts in order to provide the audience
with immersive effects and a sensation of being enveloped. Some well-known
loudspeaker manufacturing companies already offer such systems, such as d&b
Soundscape, L’Acoustics L-ISA, etc. Nevertheless, it seems that a conclusive
and design-oriented theory is partly missing that describes a way to optimally
supply the biggest part of the audience with high quality amplified sound from
every direction. Rather, one comes across reports of a few practical solutions.
This PhD project deals with the question, how immersive sound reinforcement
can be used for small and large audiences. A major focus is put on the further
development and improvement of a previously developed prototype solution
for an arc source. The challenges lie in questions of driver technology, such
as: high frequency compression drivers and waveguides or rather ribbons/air
motion transformers, or the adaptation to perceptual requirements: rather a
constant level over the listening area, or at least one that rolls off slightly?
Last but not least, a challenge for small sound reinforcement scenarios lies in
a consistent solution for as many frequencies as possible and not just those
above 1 kHz.
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Introduction

One of the big challenges for sound reinforcement in concerts, cinema or speech
events is to provide high-quality sound for the largest parts of a predefined
audience area. While large-area sound systems still consider the supply with
single-channel sound material fed to multiple line-source loudspeaker arrays,
immersive audio is well known from the cinema, computer games and virtual
reality. The three-dimensional sound experience is gaining in importance
more and more, even for sound reinforcement in (classical) concerts, theatre
or opera productions.
Until now many systems in theatres or operas are project-based installations.
For example at the Vienna State Opera multiple point source pairs mounted
at the theatre portal at different heights are used to create phantom sources
at different positions and to provide the listeners a sound experience that is
influenced by the room acoustic as less as possible [1].
The requirements for sound reinforcement in concerts increased with the boom
of virtual reality (VR) applications in the last years. More and more the
sensation of being enveloped or being in the middle of the concert instead of
watching it from far away is gaining in importance. The technique of building
different acoustic environments around the listeners is becoming increasingly
interesting as a means of expression that motivates immersive sound reinforce-
ment. As the studio-based surround techniques like 5.1 or 7.1 are object-based
methods and produce a sweet spot that is mostly concentrated in a single
point, scene-based methods like Ambisonics appear more promising for larger
venues because of their relative independence of a specific loudspeaker setup.
This fact goes hand in hand with the questions, how many loudspeakers
are necessary and how should they be positioned to enlarge the sweet area
that has to be fitted to the audience in size. The second question is already
discussed in [2] for point sources. Together with the work of Blochberger et.
al [3], it may be reasoned that the audience area has to be covered uniformly
by each loudspeaker, regardless of their position and direction.
If line-source arrays are used, the splay angles of the line-source elements
have to be fitted best to the audience area. My master’s thesis about the
Optimally Curved Arc Source [4] introduced a mathematical description of
the arc source shape to comply with the postulation of a sufficiently constant
sound pressure level at each listener position. My thesis also presented a
prototype that is designed as a waveguide with 2 shells for smaller sound
reinforcement scenarios, cf. figure 1 and 2. It showed the advantage of using
the new source type instead of classical point source loudspeaker.
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Figure 1: Waveguide with flange for the compression driver cut along the
y-axis to view inside the waveguide [4].

Figure 2: Resulting 3D printed waveguide with mounted driver [4].

Current state of research

A method of setting the splay angles of line-source array elements is already
discussed by Straube et. al. [5, 6]. By using the Polygonal Audience Line
Curving (PALC) the audience area is split into multiple sectors. For each
sector the angles of the line-source elements are found iteratively by beginning
at the top position of the array or at the highest position of the array that
is responsible for the considered sector. Position Index Plots, the acoustic
contrast and the homogeneity measure show the advantage of using this
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theory for discrete line source arrays.
Interestingly there is also the Beam Steering Technology used by Kling &
Freitag [7] and Cadac [8]. The webpage from Charles’ Labs offers a basic
overview on this technique [9]. This solutions require multiple drivers that
have to be driven independently to manage amplitude and the relative phase
relationship between neighbouring elements. Hereby the array is straight and
the fitting is done electronically by controlling each amplifier individually.
The use of line source arrays for 2.5D Wave Field Synthesis is already discussed
by Schultz in his PhD thesis [10]. Beside the Wavefront Sculpture Technology
for straight arrays, the work discussed also Wavefront Shaping which leaded
to a comparison of an arc array to a straight array.
Both theories, PALC and Beam Steering, and the PhD thesis take mainly
discrete elements into account which will result in spatial aliasing more or less.
By contrast, the theory pursued here initially considers a (continuous) arc
source, presented in [4]. Its shape v(x) has to follow a second order non-linear
differential equation,

c = v(x)

(√
1 + (v(x)′)2 +

v(x) v(x)′′√
1 + (v(x)′)2

)
. (1)

The numerical solution shows an J-shaped contour that is used by L’Acoustics
in a similar way for the higher frequency components of the Syva loudspeaker
[11]. The discretized solution can be used to setup line-source arrays as long
as the error between ideal and discretized contour stays below λ

4
. c is thereby

a constant that is reliable for the source curvature, v is the vertical axis, v′

the first derivative of the vertical parameter with respect to x, the horizontal
axis. For simplicity it is assumed that the audience area is spanned over the
x-y plane. The frequency dependent radiation is shown as an example in
figure 3.
Beside these line-source like arrays, there is also a plane-like source by Holoplot
[12] that comes without a waveguide. Also here the technology of controlling
amplitude and relative phase relations between neighbouring elements allows
to cover custom-shaped audience areas. The product announcement promises
to control sectors and zones individually and to use the new matrix array for
Wave Field Synthesis and immersive playback scenarios.
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Figure 3: Contour with normals connecting the points of observation with
the contour (above) and simulation of the sound level over the listening plane
for different frequencies with a weighted sum compared to the sound level of
a single point source (below) [4].

Objectives

Audience Areas

While the proof of concept in [4] focused on audience areas that are expanded
over the x-y plane and constant sound pressure levels, the PhD project aims
at generalizing the theory to include also non-flat and also multipart audience
areas with Bright Zones and Dark Zones, as they are presented in [5, 6] ,
and with useful parametrizations of the distance-related roll-off in sound
pressure. Therefore a new mathematical description has to be found because
the differential equation from (1) uses the x coordinate of the flat listening
area. Instead of this description an equation has to be found that is built
upon the distance R between source and receiver.
Furthermore the question of how many loudspeakers/arc sources are necessary
and how should they be positioned to cover an area that is as large as possible,
should be discussed. The frequency dependent radiation is a central concern
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to be considered in order to maintain balanced frequency responses within
the entire audience. We know about line sources that the near-to-far field
transition that favours the higher frequencies in the far field. Therefore the
following question will be dealt with in the PhD project: How to deal with
the frequency dependent radiation to guarantee a rich sound for the sweet
area?

Amplitude Behaviour

While it was previously assumed for simplicity that the A-weighted sum
should be constant over all listening positions, listening experiments should
prove, if this assumption is valid in practice. If necessary, an increase or
decrease of the amplitude behaviour over distance has to be incorporated to
include all possible results of these experiments.
Furthermore the theory is only valid as long as the distance R between source
and receiver stays below the set parameter c to avoid a focusing effect that
occurs above this limit, cf. figure 4. In the PhD project also this problem
has to be treated and alternatives has to be presented to ensure successful
sound reinforcement above this limit.
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Figure 4: Numerical solutions of the differential equation (c = 10 and c = 15,
initial conditions v(0) = 1 and v′(0) = 0) with normals connecting the contour
with points of observations, dotted lines denote points with v′′(x) < 0 [4].
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Prototype: Driver and Waveguide

The previous prototype [4] underlines the first theoretical results. But the
measurements at the orifice of the waveguide, cf. figure 5, show that there are
resonances, especially at position 3, a clear resonance is visible. Furthermore
the previous work was limited to the path lengths and the design of the path
lengths inside the waveguide and each path length was treated separately. In
the PhD project a well formulated theory with three-dimensional polynomials
has to be formulated on the one hand, on the other hand fluid simulations
(compressible fluid dynamics, CFD) should be used to analyse the air flow
inside the waveguide and to enhance the distortion behaviour of the prototype.
Although the THD measurements of the presented prototype promise a
loudness range up to 90 dB with low distortion values, cf. figure 6, fluid
simulations should contribute to a wider loudness range that will be of greater
importance when it comes to large scale sound reinforcement. Turbulences
and other aerodynamic phenomenons may be probed by means of CFD. The
impact of a cone-shaped continuation at the orifice is another aspect that
may be treated with fluid simulations.
The previous prototype is furthermore useable above 1 kHz and is driven
from a compression driver. As classical compression drivers are not able to
play a wider frequency range, other methods have to be developed in this
project. Although there are already mid-high drivers, a method have to be
proposed, how to set up a broadband sound reinforcement system. A design
connecting multiple OCAS shells together is hereby an idea to start with.
Is it possible for small implementations to achieve the missing broadband over
distance with a single or very few drivers in the bass range or is it better to
use multiple individually controllable drivers and produce the output shape by
setting amplitude and phase relations of neighbouring elements? Therefore,
the critical comparison of the number of used drivers and their positioning
contributes significantly to the development of loudspeakers for immersive
audio and has to be discussed in the PhD project. Based on this aspect,
the choice of the driver itself also leaves room for the discussion, if ordinary
compression drivers are better suited than ribbons or air motion transformers.

Virtualization for listening experiments

Newest web-based players, like HOAST [13] and Cat3DA [14], offer the
possibility to listen to immersive sound via headphones. With the help of
upmixing strategies, such as 2DSE2 [15, 16], First Order Ambisonic Impulse
Responses are processed for higher orders and used for virtual playback
scenarios by these online tools. On the one hand impulse responses measured
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at various positions at the audience area should serve as a basis for listening
experiments where different setups and systems are tested and compared, on
the other hand on-demand playback allows the reader of the PhD thesis to
listen to the virtual setups afterwards and to reproduce the results of the
listening experiments. For this purpose, a fusion of HOAST and Cat3DA
is planned to combine both aspects, 3D audio/video playback and camera
tracked headtracking.
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Figure 5: Frequency responses at the waveguide orifice [4]
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Figure 6: THD measurements at different levels

Work Plan

The following work plan is proposed to start into the research of the PhD
project:

• Finding a new formulation consisting of the distance R between source
and receiver, respecting Dark and Bright Zones, non-flat audience areas
and different amplitude behaviours.

• Simulations of different resulting orifice shapes.

• Formulation of a new theory with three-dimensional polynomials for a
waveguide, simulation of the air flow (CFD) and adaptation based on
simulation results.

• Investigation and comparison of different drivers and number of drivers.

• Construction of prototypes/3D printing of waveguides according to
fundamental experiments (S. Riedel) and instrumental evaluation

• Comparative design study by listening experiments in virtual environ-
ment
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